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The contents of this report relate only to the 
matters which have come to our attention, 
which we believe need to be reported to you 
as part of our audit planning process. It is 
not a comprehensive record of all the 
relevant matters, which may be subject to 
change, and in particular we cannot be held 
responsible to you for reporting all of the 
risks which may affect the Authority or all 
weaknesses in your internal controls. This 
report has been prepared solely for your 
benefit and should not be quoted in whole or 
in part without our prior written consent. We 
do not accept any responsibility for any loss 
occasioned to any third party acting, or 
refraining from acting on the basis of the 
content of this report, as this report was not 
prepared for, nor intended for, any other 
purpose. 

Grant Thornton UK LLP is a limited liability 
partnership registered in England and Wales: 
No.OC307742. Registered office: 30 Finsbury 
Square, London, EC2A 1AG. A list of members is 
available from our registered office. Grant 
Thornton UK LLP is authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority. Grant 
Thornton UK LLP is a member firm of Grant 
Thornton International Ltd (GTIL). GTIL and the 
member firms are not a worldwide partnership. 
Services are delivered by the member firms. 
GTIL and its member firms are not agents of, 
and do not obligate, one another and are not 
liable for one another's acts or omissions. 
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Introduction 

Your key Grant Thornton 
team members are: 

Darren Wells 

Engagement Lead 

E Darren.J.Wells@uk.gt.com 

lbukun Oluwasegun 

Audit Manager 

E lbukun.0.0luwasegun@uk.gt.com 

Shoolin Yagnik 

In charge accountant 

E shoolin.g.yagnik@uk.gt.com 
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This paper provides the Audit Committee with a report on progress in 
delivering our responsibilities as l:JOUr external auditors. 

The paper also includes: 

• a summary of emerging national issues and developments that may be relevant to you as
a local authority;and

• includes in some instances challenge questions in respect of these emerging issues which
the Committee may wish to consider (these are a tool to use, if helpful, rather than formal
questions requiring responses for audit purposes)

Members of the Audit Committee can find further useful material on our website, where we 
have a section dedicated to our work in the public sector. Here you can download copies of 
our publications https:Uwww.grantthornton.co.uk/en/services/public-sector-services/ 

If you would like further information on any items in this briefing, or would like to register with 
Grant Thornton to receive regular email updates on issues that are of interest to you, please 
contact either your Engagement Lead or Engagement Manager. 
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Progress at March 2023 

Financial Statements Audit 

2020/21 

We have substantialltJ completed our work on the financial statements 
audit. An Audit Findings Report is attached as a separate paper for 
members consideration. 

2021/22 and 2022/23 

We are liaising with officers to discuss a plan to catch up on the financial 
statements audits for these tJears. 

© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Value for Mone� 

The new Code of Audit Practice [the "Code") came into force on 1 April 
2020 for audit tJears 2020/21 and onwards. The most significant 
change under the new Code was the introduction of an Auditor's 
Annual Report, containing a commentartJ on arrangements to secure 
value for monetJ and antJ associated recommendations, if required. 

Under the 2020 Code of Audit Practice, for relevant authorities other 
than local NHS bodies auditors are required to issue the Auditor's 
Annual Report no later than 30 September or, where this is not 
possible, issue an audit letter setting out the reasons for delatJ . As a 
result of the ongoing pandemic, and the impact it has had on both 
preparers and auditors of accounts to complete their work as quickltJ 

as would normalltJ be expected, the National Audit Office has updated 
its guidance to auditors to postpone completion of our work on 
arrangements to secure value for monetJ and focus our resources 
firstltJ on the delivertJ of our opinions on the financial statements. The 
extended deadline for the issue of the Auditor's Annual Report is now 
no more than three months after the date of the opinion on the 
financial statements. 

We presented an Interim Auditor's annual Report for 2020/21 to the 
Audit Committee to its meeting of 5 October 2022. This was presented 
as an interim MR whilst the financial statements audit was in 
progress. There is nothing significant arising from the financial 
statements audit that alters our conclusion for the VFM assessment. 

We have been undertaking our field work on the VFM review over the 
last few months. We intend to prepare a joint VFM report for both 
2021/22 and 2022/23 for the next Audit Committee meeting. 
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Progress (cont.) 

Other areas 

Certification of claims and returns 

We have certified the Authorit!:j's 2020/21 annual Housing Benefit 
Subsid!:J claim in accordance with procedures agreed with the 
Department for Work and Pensions (DwP). 

The certification work for the 2021/22 claim is in progress. 

Meetings 
We continue to meet regularl!:J with Finance Officers to progress 
the 2020/21 financial statements audit. 

Events 
We provide a range of workshops, along with network events for 

members and publications to support the Authorit!:J. Your officers 
attended our Accounts Workshop in Januar!:J and Februar!:J 2023, 
where we highlighted financial reporting requirements for local 
authorit!:J accounts and gave insight into elements of the audit 
approach. 

Further details of the publications that ma!:J be of interest to the 
Authorit!:J are set out in our Sector Update section of this report 

© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 5 
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Audit Deliverables 

2020/21 Deliverables 

Audit Plan 

Audit Findings Report 

The Audit Findings Report will be reported to the June Governance Committee subject to progress in March 
2023. 

Auditors Report 

This includes the opinion on your financial statements. 

Auditor's Annual Report 

This report communicates the key outputs of the audit, including our commentary on the Authority's value for 
money arrangements. 

© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Revised Planned 

Date 

July 2021 

Status 

Completed 

January and March completed 
2023 

April 2023 Not yet due 

October 2022 completed 
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Sector Update 

Authorities continue to try to achieve greater efficiency in 
the delivery of public services, whilst facing the challenges 
to address rising demand, ongoing budget pressures and 
social inequality. 

Our sector update provides you with an up to date 
summary of emerging national issues and developments to 
support you. We cover areas which may have an impact on 
your organisation, the wider local government sector and 
the public sector as a whole. Links are provided to the 
detailed report/briefing to allow you to delve further and 
find out more. 

Our public sector team at Grant Thornton also undertake 
research on service and technical issues. We will bring you 
the latest research publications in this update. We also 
include areas of potential interest to start conversations 
within the organisation and with audit committee members, 
as well as any accounting and regulatory updates. 

© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Grant Thornton Publications 

Insights from local government sector 
specialists 

Reports of interest 

Accounting and regulator� updates 

More information can be found on our dedicated public sector and 
local government sections on the Grant Thornton website by 
clicking on the logos below: 

Local 
government 
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Audit Market Developments 

Financial Reporting Council Report On The Qualit!:J Of Local Audit 

In late October 2022 the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) published 
its inspection findings into the qualit!:J of major local bod!:J audits in England, 
which includes large health and local government bodies. 

The Qualit!:J Assurance Department (QAD) of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) inspects a sample of local 
audits that do not meet the definition of a 'major' local audit and the FRC's 
report also includes a summar!:J of their findings. 

The FRC reported that 71% of Grant Thornton audits inspected (7 in total) 
were assessed as either good or limited improvements required. 

This is a pleasing result and reflects on our significant investment in audit 
qualit!:J over recent !:Jears. The positive direction of travel over the past five 

!:Jears is illustrated below: 

Our assessment of the quality of financial statement audits reviewed 

100% �-------------------------

90% t-----------------.----------------

80% e----�----------

70% 

60% 

50% 

40% 

30% 

20% 

10% 

0% 

■ Good or limited improvements required 

■ Improvements required 

■ Significant improvements required
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The FRC also inspected our work on VfM arrangements at four bodies. 

It is pleasing to note that all of these inspections were assessed as requiring 
no more than limited improvements (which is the same as the previous 

!:Jear). 

As far as the ICAEW are concerned, overall, the audit work reviewed was 
found to be of a good standard. 

Seven of the eight files reviewed (88%) were either 'good' or 'generall!:J 
acceptable', but one file 'required improvement'. 

The ICAEW identified one of our files as requiring 'Improvement' - but it 
should be noted that this was a 2019-20 file and therefore the learnings from 
prior !:Jears' review could not have been taken into account, an issue 
recognised b!:J the ICAEW in their report to us. 

The ICAEW found that our VfM work was good on each of the files reviewed, 
and the!:J did not identif!:J an!:J issues with this aspect of the audit teams' 
work. 

Whilst are pleased with our continuing improvement journe!:J , we continue to 
invest in audit qualit!:J to ensure that the required standards are met. 

The full report can be found here. 

Financial Reporllng Council 
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Audit Market Developments (continued) 

Local Government External Audit Procurement 

Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSM) has recently announced the 
outcome of its national procurement of audit services across the Local 
Government sector. 

This exercise covers the audits from 2023/24 to 2027 /28 and covers the 470 
local government, police and fire bodies (99% of eligible local bodies) that 
opted into the national scheme. 

We are delighted to have been reappointed as the largest supplier of local 
government audit. The public sector has played a significant role within the 
firm for over 30 years and we remain committed to the success of the 
sector. 

Our UK Public Sector Assurance (PSA) team employs 440 people, including 
29 Key Audit Partners and specialists in financial reporting, audit quality, 
and value for money. 

The team is dedicated to public audit work in local government and the 
NHS, with contracts with PSM, Audit Scotland and over 100 health bodies. 
The Public Sector Assurance team is a regular commentator on issues 
facing the sector and oversees the firm's thought leadership, such as its 
series of publications on grants and public interest reports. 

Mark Stocks, lead Partner for PSA at Grant Thornton, said 'This is a very 
welcome outcome and reflects our previous delivery as well as our ongoing 
commitment to invest in the public sector.' 

Further information can be found here 

© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 9 
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Exploring the reasons for delayed publication of audited 
local authority accounts in England - Grant Thornton 

Recent performance against target publication dates for audited 
local authorit!:J accounts in England has been poor. There are some 
reasons for optimism that there will be an improvement in the 
timeliness of publication of audited accounts as foundations are 
being laid for the future. 

In this report we explore the requirements for publication of draft and 
audited accounts and look at some of the reasons for the decline in 
performance against these requirements over time. Onl!:J 12% of 
audited accounts for 2021/22 were published b!:J the target date of 30 
November 2022. There is no single cause for the dela!:JS in completing 
local authorit!:J audits, and unfortunatel!:J there is no quick solution in 
a complicated S!:JStem involving multiple parties. We consider a 
variet!:J of factors contributing to dela!:JS, note the measures which 
have alread!:J been taken to support the local audit S!:JStem and make 
recommendations for further improvement. 

There are some reasons for cautious optimism that the S!:JStem will 
begin to recover and there will be a gradual return to better 
compliance with publication targets. However, we consider that these 
are outweighed b!:J a number of risk factors and that the September 
deadline for audited accounts set b!:J DH LUC is not achievable in the 
short term and also not achievable until there is further significant 
change in local audit and local government. 

We note the following matters that are !:Jet to be tackled: 

• clarit!:J over the purpose of local audit

• the complexit!:J of local government financial statements

• agreement on the focus of financial statements audit work

• an improvement in the qualit!:J of financial statements and working
papers

© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

• an agreed approach to dealing with the backlog of local
government audits

• Government intervention where there are significant failures in
financial reporting processes 

All ke!:J stakeholders including local audited bodies, the audit 
firms, the Department for Levelling Up Housing and Communities, 
PSAA, the NAO, the FRC and its successor ARGA, CIPFA and the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales will 
need to continue their efforts to support a coherent and 
sustainable S!:JStem of local audit, acknowledging that it will take 
time to get things back on track. 

We make recommendations in our report for various stakeholders, 
including Audit Committees and auditors, and include a checklist 
for consideration b!:J management and Audit Committees within 
an Appendix to the report. 

Read the full report here: 

Report: ke!J challenges in local audit accounting I Grant 
Thornton 
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Grant Thornton - Nearly 60 councils at risk of 
'running out of money' next year 

Grant Thornton has warned that the soaring cost of living combined with 
a decade of austerity could see up to a sixth of English councils fully 
deplete their reserves in 2023-24 without substantial spending cuts . 

Research found that, as a result of higher inflation, councils are expected 
to have a cumulative budget deficit of £7.3bn by 2025-26 - an increase 
of £4.6bn since forecasts made at the beginning of this year. 

Grant Thornton said that although reserves were bolstered by more than 
£5bn in 2020-21 due to higher government funding, these balances will 
"continue to unwind through the long tail of Covid-19" with close to 60 
councils forecast to use all earmarked and unallocated reserves next 
year. 

Without additional income, authorities would need to make savings of 
over £125 per person by 2025-26, equal to the average yearly spend on 
homelessness, sports and leisure, parks and open spaces, libraries and 
waste services. 

Phillip Woolley, Head of Public Services Consulting at Grant Thornton, 
said: "Local government has faced unprecedented demands and 
pressures over the last decade and without action from both central 
government and councils, in the face of these inflationary pressures, the 
list of authorities in need of exceptional support looks set to grow quickly. 

"Our research shows the additional Covid-19 funding, while critical to 
support immediate challenges, has not addressed underlying systemic 
issues or the precariousness of councils' financial sustainability in the 
face of economic instability. 

Grant Thornton 
© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

"Local authorities are also now facing the risk of interest rate 
rises, increasing debt financing costs and the real risk of reduced 
funding from central government, in response to the current 
economic turmoil facing the country. Without committed 
intervention from all sides, there is a risk that the sector levels 
down instead of up." 

Grant Thornton estimated unitary authorities would have the 
largest budget gap (£1.8bn) by 2025-26, but district councils 
would have the largest gap compared to net spending at 10.2%. 

The firm added that austerity and changing policy demands have 
left councils struggling to innovate in their services and prevented 
investment in finance and procurement, diminishing the sector's 
ability to tackle medium-term challenges. 

Grant Thornton said additional government funding alone will not 
lead to improvements, and that councils should focus on 
improving governance and developing financial stability plans. 

Joanne Pitt, local government policy manager at CIPFA, said: 
"With no spending review and no fair funding review, CIPFA 
shares Grant Thornton's concerns about the financial 
sustainability of some in the sector. 

"While there are actions local authorities can take to strengthen 
their own financial resilience, they are facing significant 
inflationary pressures and rising demand which makes this hugely 
challenging for the sector." 

ICIPFA\I 
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Grant Thornton - Lessons learned- procurement 
and contract management 

In December 2022 Grant Thornton published a national report on the 
key themes from 53 Annual Auditor Reports for 2020-21 and from other 
recent high profile public reports. 

Local government spends more than any one individual central 
government department on goods and services, including the 
Department of Health and Social Care. 

Procurement and contract management is working well at many local 
authorities. Where it has gone wrong, significant risks have arisen in 
relation to the use of public money, service delivery, and the reputation 
of the councils concerned. We considered five themes and made 15 
recommendations for local authorities to reflect on. 

The five themes are: 
1 Strategic Planning 
• Strategic alignment
• Sharing the strategy
• Understanding the implications of using alternative service delivery

models
2 Internal control 
•

• 

Procedures - fully comprehensive and fully documented
Re-procurement when
contracts end

• Tone at the top
3 Time, technical expertise and people
• Each aspect of resourcing can be problematic
• Each aspect of resourcing can be problematic
• Timescales should not be rushed

© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Grant Thornton 

Strong technical skills are needed to sense check supplier 
proposals and avoid the need for later changes 
The Central Procurement Unit (CPU) can provide oversight 
and cohesion 

• CPU and service line staff need to understand one another
and co-operate.

4 Commercial awareness 
• Understanding price
• Anticipating trends
• Sharing knowledge in a timely manner
5 Contract management
• Maintaining contract, waiver

and breaches registers
• Setting clear roles and responsibilities
• Using indicators that map back

to strategy
• Multi-year arrangements

Summary 

QG<antThomlon 

Local government 
procurement and 
contract manager'ent 
L...,,,..i..,,redfm,..�--• 

• Regular training, both for members and officers, remains
important. 

• Effective leadership and communication, relationships built
on openness and trust, market awareness, and a sense of
common purpose can be just as important as mastering the
technical and regulatory requirements.

• Underpinning our findings is the need for individuals involved
in procurement activity to ensure they adhere to the Nolan
Principles of Public Life.

https://www.grantthornton.co.uk/insights/local-government
procu rement-a nd-contract-ma nagement-lessons-lea rned/ 
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Audit Committees: Practical Guidance For Local 

Authorities And Police - CIPFA 
In October CIPFA published this guide, stating "This full!:J revised and 
updated edition takes into account recent legislative changes and 
professional developments and supports the 2022 CIPFA Position 
Statement. It includes additional guidance and resources to support audit 
committee members, and those working with and supporting the 
committee's development." 

CIPFA go on to state "Audit committees are a ke!:J component of 
governance. Their purpose is to provide an independent and high-level 
focus on the adequac!:J of governance, risk and control arrangements. The!:J 
pla!:J an important role in supporting leadership teams, elected 
representatives, police and crime commissioners and chief constables. 

This edition updates CIPFA's 2018 publication to complement the 2022 
edition of the CIPFA Position Statement on audit committees. 

The suite of publications has separate guidance resources for audit 
committee members in authorities, members of police audit committees, 
and a supplement for those responsible for guiding the committee. 

New aspects include legislation changes in Wales and new expectations in 
England following the Redmond Review. All authorities and police bodies are 
encouraged to use the publication to review and develop their 
arrangements in accordance with the Position Statement. 

The appendices include suggested terms of reference, a knowledge and 
skills framework and effectiveness improvement tools." 

© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

The guide covers a number of ke!:J areas for Audit Committees, including: 

• Purpose

• Core functions:

o Governance, Risk and Control

o Accountabilit!:J and Public Reporting

o Assurance and Audit arrangements

o Ensuring focus

• Independence and accountabilit!:J 

• Membership and effectiveness

The guide can be purchased via the CIPFA website: 

Audit Committee Guidance: 2022 update I CIPFA 

Challenge 

Audit 
committees: 
practical guidance for 
local authorities and police 

2022 edition 

Has the Audit Committee considered its arrangements against 
this updated guidance? 
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Audit and Risk Assurance Committee 

effectiveness tool - NAO 

The National Audit Office (NAO) has published this tool which supports Audit 
Committees in assessing their effectiveness. 

The NAO comment "Audit and Risk Assurance Committees (ARACs) platJ a 
crucial role in supporting the effective governance of central government 
departments, their agencies and arm's-length bodies. 

ARACs are operating in a highltJ challenging context. Government 
organisations are managing mantJ short- and long-term risks and are 
required to be resilient to a number of pressures. This has created an 
environment where ARACs need to be dtJnamic and responsive to the 
changing risk profiles and demands of their organisations. ARACs can see 
this as an opportunittJ to work out how thetJ can most proactiveltJ work with 
the Board and accounting officer. 

Against this background, the NAO's effectiveness tool provides a watJ for 
ARACs to assess their effectiveness against more than just the basic 
requirements. It provides aspects of good practice to give ARACs greater 
confidence and the opportunittJ to meet the requirements of their role. 

The NAO's effectiveness tool is a comprehensive watJ for ARACs to assess 
their effectiveness on a regular basis." 

The tool covers: 

• Membership, independence, objectivittJ and understanding

• Skills and experience

• Roles and responsibilities

• Scope

• Communication and reporting

© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Although the tool is designed for central government Audit 
Committees it is also relevant to local government. 

The guide can be found here: 
Audit and Risk Assurance Committee effectiveness tool -
National Audit Office (NAO) Report 
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Response to local audit consultation -
Department for Levelling Up, Housing and 
Communities ("DLUHC") 

The Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities ("DLUHC") 
has published its response to the local audit consultation. This follows the 
"Redmond Review", which reported in September 2020. 

The response confirms plans to establish a new regulator, the Audit 
Reporting and Governance Authority (ARGA), as the system leader for 
local audit within a new, simplified local audit framework. 

Ahead of ARGA's establishment, a shadow system leader arrangement 
will start at the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) from September 2022. 

The consultation response also announces: 

• Plans to make audit committees compulsory for all councils, with each
audit committee required to include at least one independent member.
This will create greater transparency and consistency across local
bodies.

• ARGA will take over statutory responsibility for preparing and issuing
the Code of Audit Practice (from the National Audit Office).

• A post-implementation review of the new Value for Money
arrangements. The Code is a key part of the local audit system, and it
is important to ensure that it helps to facilitate effective local audit. To
allow time for the new arrangements to bed in the response proposes
this is completed within three years.

© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

The full response can be found here: 

Government response to local audit 
framework: technical consultation -
GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 

Department for Levemng Up 

Housing & Communities 
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The Value of Internal Audit - CIPFA 

One of the ke!:J elements of good governance is an independent and 
objective internal audit service. Some organisations engage full!:J and reap 
significant benefits from the assurance, insight and expertise the!:J bring 
whilst others pa!:J lip-service to them and see their work as an administrative 
burden. 

CIPFA's recent report, Internal Audit: Untapped Potential, lifts the lid on 
internal audit in public services. For some chief financial officers and chief 
executives, this report confirms the value and contribution of internal audit 
teams with 87% of respondents recognising the contribution internal audit 
makes to their organisation. However, some leadership teams saw internal 
audit as providing a basic service at minimal cost. 

Getting the most out of the function requires honest conversations and 
long-term planning. Maintaining appropriate skills and knowledge within the 
function is necessar!:J to ensure high qualit!:J internal audit in public services 
are retained. 

Culture and governance 

The Audit Committee should monitor the deliver!:J of internal audit and their 
output will be a ke!:J part of the annual work-plan. However, internal audit is 
not a substitute for risk management and should enhance the overall 
assurances received b!:J management. Executives and Officers should 
engage with internal audit recommendations to ensure the organisation 
gains maximum value from reviews. 

Capacity 

Reducing internal audit da!:J S can lead to a lack of 'corporate grip' and not 
identif!:J ing issues at an earl!:J stage. This report raises concerns over the 
capacit!:J of internal audit across the public sector. The profession needs to 
valued and invested in to make it more attractive to new blood and for 
bodies to be able to attract the best candidates to their service. 

© 2022 Grant Thornton UK LLP. 

Expectations 

To maximise the impact of internal audit, a clear and aligned strategic audit 
plan and annual audit plan should be in place. This should be agreed with 
all stakeholders. 

Future plans 

Internal audit needs to adapt to the changing landscape, including risks 
such as climate change, digital and technological developments, C !:Jber
securit!:J and ongoing financial and service pressures within their planning 
processes. For financial resilience and medium- and long-term financial 
strategies internal audit can provide vital independent assurance to 
decision makers to allow them to take on more risk and be more 
ambitious. Leadership teams need to be clear on what assurances the!:J will 
require going forward. 

For more information, Rob Whiteman share his views on this report. 

ICIPFA\I 
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